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We present a new Hamiltonian partitioning which converges an arbitrary number of states of
interest in the effective Hamiltonian to the full configuration interaction limits simultaneously. This
feature is quite useful for the recently developed model space quantum Monte Carlo. A dual par-
titioning (DP) technique is introduced to avoid the intruder state problem present in the previous
eigenvalue independent partitioning of Coope. The new approach is computationally efficient and
applicable to general excited states involving conical intersections. We present a preliminary appli-
cation of the method to model systems to investigate the performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods in con-
figuration space have been increasing the popularity in
molecular electronic structure studies in recent years.1–7
The majority of these approaches are on the basis of the
projection,
ψ(τ) = e−τ(Hˆ−E)ψ(0), (1.1)
that converges to the lowest eigen function with a nonzero
overlap with the initial wavefunction ψ(0) after a suffi-
ciently long time interval τ . Several extensions for ex-
cited states have been also proposed.4,8–12 One promis-
ing approach among them is the model space QMC
(MSQMC) based on the effective Hamiltonian formal-
ism. We shall outline the main features of MSQMC in
what follows.
The imaginary-time evolution (ITE) of (1.1) in in-
finitesimal time interval can be partitioned into the com-
ponents, ψP(τ) = Pˆψ(τ) and ψQ(τ) = Qˆψ(τ), as
d
dτ
(
ψP(τ)
ψQ(τ)
)
= −
(
HˆPP − E HˆPQ
HˆQP HˆQQ − E
)(
ψP
ψQ
)
, (1.2)
where Pˆ and Qˆ are the projection operators onto the
the model space (P-space) and its orthogonal component
(Q-space), respectively, and the subscripts of the Hamil-
tonian mean the individual contributions like HˆPQ =
Pˆ HˆQˆ. MSQMC treats the model space amplitude ψP de-
terministically by the diagonalization of effective Hamil-
tonian, and the imaginary time evolution of ψQ(τ) for a
fixed dψP is calculated as
dψQ(τ)
dτ
= −(HˆQQ − E)ψQ(τ)− HˆQPψP. (1.3)
We have recently formulated the ITE for the energy de-
pendent partitioning (EDP),9
dTQP(τ)
dτ
= −(HQQ − IQQE)TQP −HQP, (1.4)
as a sufficiency condition of (1.3), whereTQP is the trans-
fer matrix connecting the configuration interaction (CI)
coefficients in the P- and Q-spaces as CQ = TQPCP,
and IQQ is the identity matrix. The stationary solution
of (1.4),
(HQQ − IQQE)TQP +HQP = 0, (1.5)
corresponds to the Lo¨wdin partitioning13,14 applicable to
arbitrary electronic states in the vicinity of E (even with
degeneracy). The dimension of TQP can be sizable for
a full CI (FCI) problem, and the partitioning technique
is usually worthless for determining the exact solutions.
However, the population dynamics of walkers allows us
to treat TQP stochastically and to integrate the contribu-
tion, HPQTQA, to the effective Hamiltonian on-the-fly.
9
Note the ITE (1.4) provids a general framework to solve
the linear system of equations (1.5) in a stochastic man-
ner.
The MSQMC in EDP is robust and in principle capable
of treating arbitrary excited states as has been demon-
strated in the calculation of potential energy curves of di-
atomic molecules, recently.15 One of the shortcomings of
EDP is that independent QMC processes are required for
electronic states with different target energies. Moreover,
the computational cost for each of the QMC processes
grows linearly with the dimension of the model space. In
the previous paper,9 we noted there exists an alternative
choice of the eigenvalue independent partitioning (EIP)
in MSQMC where all solutions of the effective Hamilto-
nian converge to the FCI limits simultaneously.16–18 Nev-
ertheless, EIP seemingly suffers from the intruder state
problems as likewise in the usual state-universal multi-
reference approaches. In this communication, we develop
a new partitioning to solve all of these points at issue.
II. THEORY
Let us consider the standard partitioning of the
Schro¨dinger equation,(
HPP HPQ
HQP HQQ
)(
CPM
CQM
)
=
(
CPM
CQM
)
ΛMM. (2.6)
2TABLE I: Properties of the partitionings for effective Hamiltonians.
EDP EIP DP (present)
Basic partitioning Lo¨wdin Coope Generalized Coope
Exactness in the vicinity of E All solutions in HeffPP M solutions in H
eff
PP
HeffPP Symmetric Nonsymmetric Nonsymmetric
Natural basis for MSQMC Slater determinants Eigen functions of HeffPP Eigen functions of H
eff
PP
Intruder state avoidance Yes No Yes
Computational cost O(NP) O(NP) O(M)
Here ΛMM is a diagonal matrix containing state energies.
We assume that the number of solutions of interest M
does not exceed the dimension of the P-space, M ≤ NP,
and we intend to map (2.6) onto the effective secular
equation in the model space,
H
eff
PPCPM = CPMΛMM. (2.7)
For this purpose, we introduce a dual partitioning (DP)
further splitting the P-space into the block A with the
same dimension as the number of the target states M ,
and the buffer space B as its complement to avoid in-
truders, (P = A ∪ B). The contribution to the effective
Hamiltonian from the Q-space is included into the A-
component of HeffPP,
H
eff
PP =
(
H
eff
PA HPB
)
. (2.8)
The comparison of the P-th row of (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8)
suggests
H
eff
PA = HPA +ΣPA, (2.9)
ΣPA = HPQTQA. (2.10)
The transfer matrix to relate the CI coefficients as
CQM = TQACAM, (2.11)
exists as long as CAM is invertible. Formally, the model
space equation is contracted into the A-block as
H˜
eff
AACAM = CAMΛMM, (2.12)
H˜
eff
AA = H
eff
AA +HABtBA, (2.13)
H H
He
(a, 0)(-a, 0)
(b, c)
y
x
FIG. 1: The graphical representation of the model system.
with
tBA = CBMC
−1
AM. (2.14)
CQM can be obtained from the linear equation in the
Q-th row equation of (2.6),
HQQCQM −CQMΛMM + H˜QM = 0, (2.15)
where we used an implicit notation for the transformed
object indicated by the subscript,
H˜QM = H˜QACAM, (2.16)
H˜QA = HQA +HQBtBA. (2.17)
The elimination of ΛMM in (2.15) using (2.12) and multi-
plication of C−1AM lead to the corresponding equation for
the transfer matrix,
HQQTQA −TQAH˜effAA + H˜QA = 0. (2.18)
Either of (2.15) and (2.18) requires the solution of the
model space equation (2.7), and the equations should be
treated by iteration. Since the linear equation (2.15) has
exactly the same structure as (1.5) apart from the en-
ergy dependency, we can derive the ITE for CQM by the
analogy of (1.4) as
dCQM(τ)
dτ
= −HQQCQM +CQMΛMM − H˜QM. (2.19)
The corresponding equation for the transfer matrix is
dTQA(τ)
dτ
= −HQQTQA +TQAH˜effAA − H˜QA, (2.20)
which includes couplings between the determinants
throughHeffAA, and it is more convenient to use (2.19) rep-
resented by the M eigen functions of the effective Hamil-
tonian as the natural basis for an efficient parallelism.
The contribution to the transformed effective Hamilto-
nian,
ΣPM = ΣPACAM = HPQCQM, (2.21)
can be assembled during the population dynamics for
CQM, and is back transformed by multiplying C
−1
AM to
obtain HeffPP.
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FIG. 2: The convergence behaviors of state energies for the
H2...He model system using EIP and DP. The dimensions of
the effective Hamiltonian are NP = 10 for both EIP and DP,
and the number of roots for DP is M = 5. The FCI limits for
the low-lying 20 states are indicated by the thin horizontal
lines.
Table I summarizes the properties of EDP, EIP, and
DP developed in this paper. For NP = 1, all partition-
ings reduce to EDP. The present DP becomes identical
to EIP of Coope16 when we are to compute all states as
target solutions in the model space, NP = M . So the
present formalism is deemed as a generalization of the
Coope partitioning. It is noted that HeffPP in EIP and DP
are nonsymmetric while the one in EDP is symmetric.
The nonsymmetric HeffPP is the nature of the universality
arising from the presence of the overlaps between the real
wavefunctions in the Q-space. On the other hand, the
symmetric HeffPP in EIP indicates that the eigen functions
far from the target energy E are artificial solutions (al-
beit this is not the necessary condition for EIP). The in-
truder state problem occurs from the strong interactions
between the states of interest and configuration functions
in the Q-space. And thus EIP suffers from intruders un-
less all solutions of the effective Hamiltonian are well-
separated from the Q-space dominating the real wave-
functions. The present formalism ameliorate this feature
by introducing the flexibility of selecting the roots of in-
terest in the P-space. Moreover, the number of linear
equations to be solved is equivalent to the number of the
selected rootsM in DP. This is a significant advancement
compared with EDP and EIP, especially when we use a
very large model space like complete active space (CAS).
III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES AND
DISCUSSIONS
We test the performance of DP using the model system
H2...He as illustrated in FIG. 1. The linear equation is
directly solved in a deterministic manner instead of us-
ing the stochastic solver of MSQMC, and we investigate
the convergence with respect to the number of iterations.
The 6-31G basis set19 is used, and the geometrical param-
eters are a = 2 and b = c = 1 A˚. Despite the small FCI
dimension (225 in Cs symmetry), the electronic states of
the system are rather complex, i.e. there exists a conical
intersection between the ground and first excited states,
and low-lying excited states exibit near-degeneracies at
this geometry. The model space is constructed by se-
lecting Slater determinants with lower energies in the re-
stricted Hartree-Fock orbital basis.
We show the convergences of EIP and DP in FIG. 2.
The dimension of the model space is NP = 10, and the
EIP result is obtained by setting M = NP of DP. It is
manifested that all 10 solutions spanned by the 10 P-
space Slater determinants cannot be not well-separated
from the Q-space, and EIP fails to converge. At the
beginning of the iterative cycle in EIP, the oscillatory
behaviors are noticeable for higher states, and the tran-
sient energies for lower states tend to stay near the FCI
values. As the number of iterations increases, the effect
of the intruders is spread in the entire model space, and
H
eff
PP collapses. Contrarily, DP shows a quite stable be-
havior. All of the solutions are converged in a few itera-
tions. By the analogy of the T1 diagnostic in the coupled
cluster theory,20 we also investigate the diagnostic of the
transfer matrix,
TT = 1√
M
||TQA||, (3.22)
as an indicator of intruders. TT are 0.56 and 0.23 for EIP
and DP, respectively, after 20 iterations, indicating more
significant couplings between P- and Q-spaces for EIP.
To investigate the convergence of DP more precisely,
the deviations of the eigen values of HeffPP from FCI are
listed in TABLE II for the first 7 states. Among the
eigen values in the Table, the first 5 are the target states
converging to the FCI energies very rapidly. The solu-
tions energetically higher than the target states are the
buffer ones which converge to the limits different from the
FCI energies. The convergence of the 5th root is slightly
slower than the others; this is likely due to the very small
gap with the FCI energy of the 6th state. We examined
various systems to obtain essentially similar behaviors.
The reconstruction of the model space has not been
considered so far. The convergence of DP can be de-
teriorated when a target sate is strongly coupled with
a Slater determinant in the Q-space. In this case, DP
can easily include that determinant into the P-space as
in the promotion step of MSQMC.9 The promotion of
EIP can introduce additional intruders. For the stochas-
tic solver based on (2.19), the only modification of the
MSQMC algorithm from EDP is in the P-spawning step,
in which a progeny is generated from a linear combina-
tion of Slater-determinants rather than a single determi-
nant. In addition, DP might be also useful to formulate
multi-reference theories to avoid intruders.
4TABLE II: Convergence of state energies (Eh) in the present H
eff
PP for M = 5 and NP = 10. Values less than 10
−6 are denoted
by dots.
Target solutions Buffer solutions
Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 –
1 -0.024968 -0.026310 -0.031164 -0.036053 -0.075830 -0.075922 -0.082326 –
2 0.000342 0.000004 -0.000762 0.000572 0.004270 -0.075814 -0.082568 –
3 -0.000005 -0.000016 -0.000124 -0.000019 -0.000285 -0.075810 -0.082652 –
4 · · · -0.000001 -0.000015 -0.000001 -0.000006 -0.075810 -0.082686 –
5 · · · · · · · · · · · · -0.000008 -0.075811 -0.082699 –
6 · · · · · · · · · · · · -0.000003 -0.075811 -0.082705 –
7 · · · · · · · · · · · · -0.000001 -0.075811 -0.082707 –
8 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -0.075811 -0.082708 –
9 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -0.075811 -0.082708 –
FCI -3.840350 -3.840340 -3.453751 -3.366866 -3.160320 -3.160116 -3.047064 –
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this note, we developed the DP technique for effec-
tive Hamiltonians. DP is considered to be the general-
ization of EIP of Coope, and is capable of providing M
roots simultaneously avoiding intruders. DP requires to
solve M linear system of equations. This is a significant
advantage over EDP of Lo¨wdin, which requires NP lin-
ear equations for each root, e.g. DP is 10 times as fast
as EDP even for a small problem, M = 2 and NP = 10.
We therefore propose to employ DP as the standard par-
titioning for MSQMC. Recently, Overy et al. proposed
a way to calculate pure expectation values introducing
a replica population of walker dynamics in FCIQMC.21
It is also straightforward to extend the replica technique
to MSQMC with DP to calculate density matrices for
various transition properties like transition moments and
circular dichroism spectra. We will report on the works
along this line in the near future.
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